


EQITVRIAL
NEWLY JiYERGING WORLDS

The newly emerging worlds are etheric. What
wonders will they eventually make possible?
It is a startling and consequential experience
to survey the trend of modern research and ex-
ploration. If you stand back far enough so that
your mind's eye can overlook the major fields
of objective inquiry, such asphysic~astronomy.
bio-chemistry, one cannot but be impressed with
the realization that there is a common tendency
in them all.
They are engaged with phenomena which are in-
visible to the physical eye and unknowable to
sense perception. The extremely minute, the
delicate and subtle have become the focus under
the microscope. and laboratories are filled
with strange new instruments to investigate and
measure this superfine world.
Wave lengths pulsing thru space at incredible
rates have become our familiars. In countless
ways new aspects of surrounding worlds are
emerging to our ken~ The comnon denominator of
this thrust forward into the unknown is an
element which will gain in power and signifi-
cance thru the coming centuries, - or as others
would say, - as we progress into the Aquarian
Age. This element is ether.

Men are pioneering into worlds that are exter-
nal, outward, objective. The search is pushed
out beyond the solid (sic!) frontiers of matter.
It 1!!. startling and of serious consequence to
grasp a perspective ot what is taking plat'e.
AB we pass beyond matter we are in an apparent-
ly attenuated but highly dynamic state, in the
midst of a rapidly, breathlessly rapidly,- funo-
tioning substance, for substance of some kind it
must be, since it conveys effects and achieves
even violent changes ••••Sun spots, cosmic rays.
radio, the aurora ••••and what of such curious
by-products as the bewildering effect of broad-
oasting on homing pigeons t

But there is another and equally important di-
rection in which superfine phenomena. will soon
be observed. It will be interesting to watch
the changes in hUDian atti tudes as these become
known. for the new worlds emerging in this di-
rection will have a profound effect on our
understanding of life. This other direction is
subjective. That is, it has to do with man
himself. Listen carefully. For generations
psychology has talked and wri tten of the sub-
conscious is the source of inspiration as well
as the seat of many of the neuroses. lUndt,
Geley, Hartman, Bergson, Dresser, James, Freud,
Jung, Adler, and a score of others have all im-
pressed their thought on modern concepts. The
latter writers especially have claimed this
subconscious to be an important reali ty. and
rightly enough, have pointed to the effeots as
warranting their conclusion.

MaxIy hard _headed scientists have ~ustifiably
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refused to accept this, for no psychologist has
yet satisfactorily given substanoe and location
to the subconscious, and these it lIIIlsthave if
it is a reality •••••••
1Iow it will not belong before it will be pos ••
sible to demonstrate that the subconscious is
an etheric reality, emitting and reoeiving its
own peculiar wave frequencies, similarly as in
the ether of objective exploration. In fact
everyone capable of using their imagination has
already a partially developed etheric eye, and
the pictures seen during the sleep state are
patterns produced by the ever active psyche, afI
_the eye and ear of the body transform the waveS
lmpacting upon them into sight and sound.

Watch for these newly emerging worlds, and re-
member that you have already a fairly developed
etherio eye. Think what could occur if you set
about developing itt

The November issue will revolve around the sub-
Ject of Peace and War, pOinting out neglected
aspects of this acute problem, some of which
are oocul t influences.
Mrs. Mayer will oontinua the Symbolism Series
wi th an article on Mars, the War Lord. This
will be exceptionally useful. therefore we aflk
you to help making this issue known to others.

\wvRKSHVP IN 5YMBVLl5M

'!'his symbol of ascending steps as tho from
earth and leading upward to a cloudlike shell
was seen by a trainee during sleep.
At first puzzli~the delicate forms were found
to follow a truly logical pattern. Like a
champered nautilus it seemed to mark the scheme
of the soul's progression. There is the mystery
of its beginning, and the little creature who
lives in the present. yet always carries his
entire pastl And below this symbol appeared a
ladder, disappearing in a great distance, yet
bathed in fiery l'lll!1inosity. as tho it betokened
that fiery ardor of active aspiration which
l.eads ever upward. This vision left a powerful
effect on the trainee.
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A LE55VN
\lUR c::vVER

We have been asked for the promised "more" in-
formation about our cover design.
Gladly given!
This is a symbol which compacts within itself
the major concepts of man's evolution. fromma-
terial to spiritual realities, and it indicates
the way to the development t;:£ his transcendental
nature. That is why it is so fitting with the
objectives of our publication.
First note that there are two main sets of tri-
angles which are interwoven with the figure of
the man (which symbolizes humanity). One forms
a. di8.lllondand the other an hourglas s, The
center of each is also the center of the human
fi~e. This focal point signifies that the"natural order", -nature, generation, reproduc-
tion is the central theme of human life. With-
out it man could not grow; and it includes in-
finitely more than sex reproduction. Like the
mystic circle whose point ~ circumference are
everywhere. so this concept is everywhere pre-
sent. Press in until you have grasped the
deeper meaning of this mystery.
Observe next that the base line of the upper
triangle of the hourglass rests on the head,
and the head is touched by the apex of a tri-
angle which has ill base line still further uP.Thus is indicatenthat it is the higher spheres
which feed the mind of the ideal man. And it
is his mind so fed which in turn pours down the
higher knowledge on the worlds below. The tri-
angle down-turned enriches the human mind(headh
the heart (upper torso) and the physical self,
(stomach-genitalia) culminating at this point
of beginnings until all of life is transformed
by the higher understanding.
Simultaneously the lessons learned in earth
(the base line on which the feet rest, rise up
on the up-pointed triangle)to meet the mystical
facts of heaven,and each finds in the other its
own counter poise and completion. In four ~~c-
cessive stages the base line of this triangle
gradually moves upward. These chnnging base
lines refer to the steps by which man sets him-
self free from attachments to the things of
earth, until, tully liberated, he reaches the
sUblime stage at which he has no attachments.
He is now capable of using the things of earth
no longer for themselves, but as Je$Us would
say. for the sake of the kingdom of heaven. Ris
feet are still soundly on earth, - but seen
etherically or psychically his base line would
be at the level of the genitalia. He now gen-
erat~s only those things which can go upward.
Note that in the second stage of these upward
moving base lines the apex of the triangle is
a.t the solar ;ple:xu.s.!Text the apex is at the
~. Then at the throat. Finally at the place
at the top of the h~here it joins with the
d:own-coming point of the sms.ll triangle. These
are each "centers" of -progressive importance.
for the original station of generation or re-
production has been raised, and there is now
"generation" in higher forms of activity. These
have definite manifestations. Can you say what
they a.re?
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by The I n t'e r pr e+e r
And to indicate that thruout all these steps of
ideal evolution, the man who is going thru them
~Qst be active (not merely receptive) and that
this activity I!I1lstbe simu.ltaneously in rela-
tion to the material and the spiritual worldS,
the arms of the human figure (which are the
synfuol of "dOing") are so placed that they in-
dicate this dual expression of the life-force.
The elbows are right-angled or "righted", which
is a geometrical wa:y of suggesting the scuare ,
And it is a mystical law that every man must
"square his circle", that is, develop to ;perfect
differentiation the four elements* with in
himself.
The down-pointed triangle whose apex is between
the feet illustrates further this demand of the
higher laviS that man shall act what he learns
of the good laws, for the feet repre sen t
"going", - that man shall walk in these ways.
according to the light received from above.
Observe how the delivery of this higher power
pours out directly between the feet, where both
feet "shall walk with God". Such are the uni-
versal laws which unfold the transcendental ma~
'i'hereis a smaller set of triangles wi thin the
head. Can you work out their meanings? Or shall
I write about them in a later issue?

*See June "and October issues, 1937
HARVEST

by the Gardener
One by one crates, baskets, and sacks are being
filled. Tomatoes, potatoes, corn. apples, and a
score of other crops are being gathered and
laid by. Harvest time is here. The pungent
fragrance that frost draws out of growing
things gladdens the sensitive nostrils as a
rich symphony does the ears. Mtinte the de-
lights of the nose. Walk along a road "after
sunset, or before dawn and smell the continual-
ly changing melody of fragrances as you pass
meadow. swamp, barn, timber, shrub. Revel in
the rich odor of hay, smell the cool sleekness
of cucumbers, the redolence of melons, the aro-
matic warmth of an herb garden.
Autumn is a magnificent season, - a time of ex-
ul tant crops, - a reaping of a grand collusion
between nature and man.
But we, - men and women,- are of another rhythm
and do not begin to reap our harvest until next
March. Last month I showed you how in esoteric
science, autumn is actually your spring. We
mu.st now plant the seeds, - begin the work, the
studies, the training which we would like to
harvest next year. Funny that so many of us
would like to harvest without working for our
crops! But nature worked hard and steadily
since .last t,la.rch,struggling against adverse
weather, hungry larvae, against fungi, beetles,
and worms. It is her victory that she is giv-
ing us. Let us do as well as she has done.
Let us plant wise plans and serve them faith-
fully against human weather and fungi and worms.
Let us serve the life, the soul in us as na-
ture has served the corn fields and the or-
chards. We must be defini te and do "real
things ", Then are we assured. mll' QlQInnal!V:est!
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FVRE 5 H A~ 'VWINCJ THE
Below is a bird f seye view of some of the more influential concepts of the subconscious during too
past approximately 100 years. While the excerpts are bound to do violence to the systems of thongbt
built up by the respective authors. nevertheless they afford a revealing perspective. Certainly it
becomes clear that some of those represented, foreshadowed without knowing it, metaphysical concepts
su.ch as are presented in the editorial on Newly liinergingWorlds.
Writer
Dates
Movement

Terminology

~. Franz A.

1734-1815
mesmerism
h;nmotism

v. HARTMANN.
Karl R.
1842-1906

"The Unconscious"
1867

religious
philosopher

WONDT

1832-1920
Experimental
Psychology

J.AMES. William

1842-1910
Pragmatism

"Principles of
Psychology"
"Varieties of
Religious
Experience"
~, F.W.H.
d. 1904

Psychic research
"HUlllanPerson-

ality"

magnetism
the All-Fluid
animal magnetism
rapport
harmony

the Unconscious

unconscious
memory image
central stimu-

lation
soul

sub1iminal
regions
suhma.rginal
regions

subliminaJ. self

subliminal con-
sciousness

ul tra-marginal
consciousness

Instinct is the internal sense which keeps u.s in rapport
wi th the whole physical ereation. There is only one dbJease
and only one cure, namely the throwing of the system out· of
this rapport and its replacement in it•••••There exists a
reoiprocal influence between the heavenly bodies and Man ••~.

The Unconscious (as cosmic force) is the absolute subject~
substance. ego. idea. or force of the universe. It contains
will and intellect •••To make the ends of the Unconooious his
own is the individual's all-comprenending duty ••••The final
end of all animal life is the development of consciousness.
The unconscious (as human force) inductively genera.lizes
what is of use in human experience, and these resul t8 aftel.'-
wards appear in consciousness as §, priori.

There is something behind bodily movement,. perhaps related
to soul ••••• Soul is something which develops fram itself ~
belongs to the metaphysical, beyond the concerns of psychol-
ogy. Dreams and fantasies originate in a ~entrM !ltimulus,
percepts in a peripheral stimulus.
Wundt was primarily interested in sense-perception and its
measurement, and thought these problems required solution
before those of the soul could be answered; but believed
there were unconscious processes and ideas, whose existence
was apart from physiolo~cal dispositions.

"The sUbliminal is obviously the larger part of each of UB~
for it is the abode of everything that is latent and the
reservoir of everything that passes unrecorded and ~
observed. It contains, for example. such things as all our
momentarily inactive memories ••••• the springs of obscurely
motived passions, impulses, likes~ dislikes •••••• Our intui-
tions, hypotheses, fancies. superstitions. persuasions. con-
victions, and in general all our non-rational operations
come from it. It is the source of our dreams and apparently
they may return to it. In it arise whatever mystical ex-
periences we may have ••••our supernormal cogni tiona ••••• '"
~e conscious self of each of us comprises on1;r part of t~
consciousness within us ••••There exists a more comprehensive
consciousness, a profounder faculty. which for the most pert
remains potential only, so far as regards the life of earth.
Earth faculties are mere selections from it. The subl1mbuol
consciousness reasserts itself after the liberating change
of death. It includes sensations, thoughts, emotions, and
much else - a vast domain, which psychology as yet hardly
recognizes. We are wrong in identifying ourselves nth the
"supraliminal current of consciousness."

.EDDY, Mary Baker soul, mind., life Soul is Life, and being spiritual life. never sins.u ••••The
spirit, God Soul as Spirit is sinless~ and is God •••••Mortal mind i~

la~ 19th century; (positive) self-created and self-suatained untU it becomes non~t.
error, matter, It has no origin or existence in Spirit, Immortal Mind ••~& ••

Christian Science malicious animal
magnetism (negative)
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Writer
Dates
Mo ment

\IF INVISIBLE
Cvmp'dr:d by Cler~rud~ Bvr<l-I,~rd AnIl Cvmmiit"2'I':

Terminology

MAN

DRESSER.
Hora.tio W.

Claims

cir. 1915
New Thought

"rumJ. »nile
1857-1926

Auto-
B'Ilggestion

Jrol)SON, Dr.
Thomas J.

"Law of Mental
Medicine" 1908
GEI.EY', Dr. Gustave

d. 1924
"From the
Unconscious to
the Conscious"
"Clairvoyance and
Materialization"

FREUD, Dr. Sigmund

b. 1856
Psychoanalysis.
Vienna. School

~, Dr. C. G.

'h7choanalysis,
ZlI1"ichSchool

"Psychology of the
Unconscious~ 1915

BERGSON, Henri

b. 1859

"Creative
Evolution"

Beal1zation; the
Silence;Spiritual
meditation;higher
and lower planes
of self; wrong
thought; the
christ wi thin.

Unconscious
self

imagination

subjective mind

Mental therapy

Unconscious
subconscious

Crypto-
psychism

Unconscious
subconscious

libido

subconscious

collective
subconscious

evolution of
the libido

intuition

vs

intellect

The real trouble is never physical and cannot be cured by
physical means. The physiolOgical conditions really exist ••
but all causes are mental. To know why a man has heart-
disease or rheumatism you must know what sort of conscious-
ness he has put into his life; you must examine his beliefs
and fears •••••lihat we believe we act upon •••••Man is plainly
ignorant of the truth that he is a spiritual being having
power over his organism in health and disease.

The unconscious presides over all our actions and is respon-
sible. thru the intermediary of the brain, for the function-
ing of all our organs •••••• SUch disorders of the personality
as neurasthenia, stammering, aversions, kleptomania, are
caused by unconscious suggestion acting upon the physical
and moral being.
The subjective mind is the mental organism of the soul. It
includes the faculty of intuition, corresponding to instinct
on a lower plane, and is the seat of memory, without which
the intellectual equipment of the soul would be incomplete.

The subconscious includes the so-called supernormal facul-
ties; thought-reading, suggestion, telepathy, clairvoyance.
telekenesis. exteriorisation and materialization. It retains
indelibly everything which the individual has experienced or
learned, consciously or unconsciously, during both prior and
current existences ••••• lt manifests in our instincts, intui-
tions, and inspirations. It forms our being and character
outside of the results of personal effort, education and
surrounding exrunple.

The basis and origin of the symptoms classed as hysteria and
neuroses lie in unfilled desires and wishes, unknown to and
unexpressed by the patient, for the most part, and concerned
chiefly with the sexual instinct. Subconscious tendencies
may best be understood thru the study of dreams and their
symbolism, and therapeutic effects achieved by revealing the
unconscious roots of phobias, fixations, conflicts and other
obstacles to wholesome adjustment.

The unconscious is not only the source of neuroti~ sumptoms
and other phenomena of conduct but throws light on the
"products of the mind a.s expressed in myths and religions."
!I'hrll the understanding of his subconscfoua trends the indiv-
idual can to a large extent determine his own destiny and
penetrate into his soul. Re can also make increasingly pro-
gressive social adaptations.

Intui tionA or subjective insight.as compared with intellect.
or objective thinking is but vague and intermittent in man,
But it glimmers wherever a vital interest is at stake •••On
our origins and perhaps a Lso on our destilU it throws a
light. feeble and vacillating, but which none the less
pierces the "darkness of the night in which the intellect
leaves us." Intuitions should be seized upon by philosophy,
sustained, expanded, and at last united. Intuition is mind
itself, and in a.certain sense life itself,
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~REAM5 ANG
A dream. Whatis a dream? Is it a fantasy, a.
senseless play of images, the chaotic refuge of
the days impressions, the untold side ot the
feeling life? Or is it the speech of the soul,
the way to a view of another order of life?
Infinitely varied are the answers. There can
be no one answer.

It is not for those whohave experienced little
in the deeper areas of consciousness to which
the dreammaylead to say it is either this or
that. Eventhose who have .observed long and
patiently Somelittle corner of this vast field
have ouly partial answers, and there maybe but
a few far-seeing investigators who have the
right to say what value dreamsmayhave for the
individual life, as well as for the furthering
of scientific knowledge of lIbat lies beyond.

Sustained experiment,and concentrated attention
to the manypbasas of the dreamstate over a
long period are necessary for understanding
the extraordinarily diverse nature of dreams.
For they are of manytypes and kinds, and the
so-called dreamstate, whencultivated maycome
to reveal a quality of emotion, and a depth of
inSight far beyondthat of daily life.

Suchworkmayindeed be the meansof setting up
:manymilestones on the wayto r.eality. lfbat 1&
Reality? In what direction does it lead? What
are the means of contacting it? Whatever
Reality maybe,the little self, immersedin its
ownfantasy is incapable of knowingit. The
direction leads through and beyondthe lower
self. In sleep, whenphysical life is stilled,
faculties of the higher self, even though em-
bryonic at first, can be released to sense and
to know progressively the nature of Reality.

That this is true has been proved by the work
of hundreds of students, UDderthe guidance of
Mrs. Mayer. Not through the casual observance
and recording of striking dreams, but through
sett-ing up a process in. the sleep state, to-
gether with the steadfast adherence to the de-
mandsof the process. The first of these is
that the household of the self both "conscious"
and "unconscious", be at peace with its members
and that the "I" shall dir&et this household.
This is the workwhich must be done at the
outset of the prcceas , By degrees the barrier
between the sleep and wakingstate is lowered.
Thenbegins between the two a newand friendly,

REALITV
by B.[).Albi"u

humorousand strengthening interplay. The con-
scious self has reached out to include its
strange and puzzling twin whosesenses and fa-
culties function under such very different
conditions.
Gradually problems confusing to the conscious
mindare taken up in sleep and are represented
candjd1y and forcef"ulJ.y, attesting the validity
of a mature cooperating agency at work. Direc-
tions that are given and accepted by the con-
scious self comewith such force they maynot
be denied. Warmthand depth of feeling well up,
c1eanaing pers.onal wounds. Awareness and gen-
eral sensitivity increase. step by step the
psyche movesto a larger world.

Andfrom this point on, the paths lead out in
manydirections toward the great Good. Beyond
the boundaryof earthly ren.cti.ona conditiona
change, and keen judgmentbased on wide experi-
ence 1s necessary to evaluate those dreamswhich
have little or nothing to do with personal
life. Here again the guide is important.
What place have visions, voices, prophesies?
Whatmeaninghave the symbolsusedby all races?
Oncemare there is. no single. ~1fer. i"Il:lB.t of
the states in which relationships of time and
space are chanzed, and ,,1' t.hose in which f'iner
substances and more compelling energies are
tapped?Orthose to which poise and graciousness
areiDnate~ engendering seranity and strength?

Manysuch experiences have been reported in all
ages. It is the privilege of this scientifio
age to organize them, making full use of new
metaphysical and psychological knowledge;to
recogn1ze them B.S. the inevitable accompaniment
of extended senses and extended consciousness,
as inherent in the process of growth toward
larger consciousness.
It is a splendid task,not for the little travel-
er who clings timidly to earth, but for the
student and seeker whoin the spirit of the .true
scientist strives to add his bit to the knowl-
edge of manand the cosmos,throughthe steadily
progressive devalopmelit of his own ext.emdad
senses and faculties. Aboveall of his higher
mind.

{)nthen, through and beyondthe trained and con-
,acrated self, functioning consciously in sleep
and in waking, on into worlds where the little
sell' is not, where the higher s.elf is awakeand
active. there lies the wayto Reality.

00000,.... $4.', ~ee .ri2•• es .lf2.C#1. .00008 ern.. j.~~.'O .••
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THE ETHER SPECTQUM
or scale of vibrational rates. Adaptedfram
chart in periodical'Electronics; April. 1950.
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R~VENTURE
I am writing down an exper'Lence that came to me
a few weeks ago as ~ body slept. r put it into
the words which suggested themselves when I re-
turned to waking consciousness, knowing that.
like most translations, it could not expres~
what 1a:y beyond words. Ii' anything of the ori-
ginal quality has been caught, it lies SO'll1e-
where between the lines.

It seemed r was a traveler on a quest, and my
first act
Was opening up the flooring of my house.
r bribed the keeper of the room beneath
And forced an entr8J:l,ceto that drainage spot.
Down there upon my hands and knees I groped
The length of its rectangle,
Calling out my delight to find that though
Of mud, yet it was very clean.

Then I was borne aloft, and stood
Before my two-fold treasures -- one
Was with me in that hour of joy, but fled
Before ~ waking consciousness.
The other, too, most potent, hid its secret
'r.itbina structure made of black basalt.
As I stood there. my handa upon the stone,
striving to penetrate its mystery
And know the meaning there,
The spaces of my vision opened out
So that I saw great pillars looming up,
And an unmeasured darkness back of them.
Losing all sense of time or space,
Expanding in this sense of boundlessness
I strove to pierce still further. Yet even
As I sensed this boundlessness
(An instant or a century -- time was not)
My basalt structure shattered into bits ••••
Yet was its form not lost. I knew
It could be whole again. And there was left
A passion most intense to make it so.
Again I built it up with eager hands,
Still conscious of that other value
Which was lost.

And now there came a man who looked on me
And on my basalt and its scattered bits.
He offered me much money, wanting it,
Cloaking desire by feigned indifference,
Saying he would relieve me of the stuff.
I answered as in jest, my meaning deadly,
That should he touch a fragment of the

sacred bits
! would let loose an arrow through his body
And make it quiver there.

ClURIN~ SLEEP
Yet still I sought the meaning of my treasure,
Until a youth of beauty came to me.
He knew (1 sensed) the wisdom lore
Which held the secret I so longed to know,
And I was waiting till he should impart it to

me
When 1 wakened ••••••••••••••••

.)I, * * * * * *
Is it not true that we often go thru strange
areas, and in that region sometimes called the
world of dreams J say and do things foreign to
our waking cons.cibusness~ Nowano then we are
able to penetrate into deeper areas, and such
9.dventures, if carried "back.into waking con-
sciousness, may have a profound influence upon
our living.

It was so nth. me. I found that after this ex-
perience I had changed, and not only for those
days after the dream, when the poignancy and
wonder of it were still upon me. There was an
integral difference in breadth and understand-
ing, in my attitude toward people and circum-
atances, that simplified for me many problems.
And I believe, as one result, that certain pet-
tinesses will not trap me again.
It was as if a citizen who had never gone be-
yond the confines of a very small and ugly town
were suddenly set before the Grand Canyon of
the Colorado,or were transported to the breath-
taking grandeur of the Alps. It was, on another
plane, something analogous to this, but incom-
parably greater.

For in this experience I had gone into the low-
er levels of my being, and baying cleaned them3

had been empowered to rise and glimpse my
treasures. Yet had I? For one eluded me en-
tirely,the while the other hid itself in symbol
and only lured me. on. It seems. we are permitted
(or can bear) only enough of the g.Leam to lure
us on to greater heights. I had,for an instant,
looked out into fathomless space, and could
never again be quite the same.
This experience~and otbers,hold for me a great-
er sense of vividness and enduring reali~y than
any I have had in the three-dimensional world,
yet far from being an escape from that world,
they have helped me to live in it more fully
and wisely, and with a greater purpose.

NOTES ON CHART OF
TH E ETHER SPECTRUM

Only a small range of this scale (the visible color spectrum) is perceived by the senses. Yet the
other ranges are known to exist, and certain of their wave frequencies are being appl1edin various
fields. It is altogether prObable that as man develops his higher nature he will also develop
receptors which may be attuned to these other octaves. Note what a very small segment of the
rlbrational rates is perceived bY' the senses. ~ then are the senses to be seen as the judges of
reality?
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J I X EAS~ 761h S~rr:e:t-

Weare enclosing below a schedule of activities •.
at the School of APplied Philosophy for the
first part ot next. season, hoping that readers
O.f LIVING may participate in some of th.em.,

COURSESGIVEN BY THE DIRECTOR. Mrs. Mayer
will give several important courses during!
+he first semester. Of· outstanding interest.j
"A NEWEQUIPJIERTFORLIVING".will include.:
the practice of several techniques,combined
ld..thshort talks.Invaluable for daiJ.:yl1fe.

THE VF

"THEMAPorHUlWlITI's PASTAND FO'l'URE"
another of these courses, is a survey and
guide to the steps of evolution from body
to spirit. It is one of Nrs.Mayer1s impor-
tant contributions out of the universal
Wisdom~lore•

APPLIEIl PHILV5~7PHY
Nr:w VVI"'K:. N.V.

"METAPEYSICS"begil:ln1nglater in the season,
is a practical introduction to the A B Cot
the phenomena of higher space. Thes8 in-
clude ma.n;r of those puzzl1ngexperiences
1rhich evade ordinary explanatione.

"HowPhilosopby APplies to You.
.Alice B.• Greene,. Ph.D.,,. wiU cOPduc:tabd.r
course of three evenings. A bird's eye view of
baaf.c principles by which you may overcome dif-
ficulties and learn more efficient living.
OPENHOUSE.at 118 East 76th st.-sept..28- 8 P.""
This is the chance for which you .have been
looking - of meeting Mrs. 11Iqerand others of
the School.. These informal even1nga have grown
immense~ in popularity. Come.and au those
qu.es.tiona tha.:t..bav.eheen p"zzl1 ng ;you. Weil come •..
Ul readers Of LIVING!!

-

SCHEDULEFORFIRSTSEMESTERSEASON1958 - 1959 - oct lOth 1958 to Jan 27th 1959

Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday saturdq

7:15 P.M. 6:45 P.M. Pre-Trainees J'unior Trainees Morning (AtternoaV
How Classes

Advanced Philosophy 6:00 Dinner(optiona~ 6.:00 Subjective Ex. in ~ecU19
Trainees Applies 6:45 Subjective Ex. 6:45 Dinner(optional) Formation Ty.toring

to You 7:50 The Nature 7:50 Project
Esoteric by A.Greene of Man (first (first half- for
Work Ph.D. half-semester) semester)

(5 evenings) -- Three Realms - Collective Advanced
study on of Law (second Tutoring with Trainees
Conscious- half-semester) Director

ness 6:20 P.M. with
8:00 P.M. 8:50 THEMAPOF'HUMANITY'SPASTANDFUTURE Intimate

Advanced A NEW (first half'-semester) Short Director
Subjective EQUIPMENT Series
Exercises f.or LIVING -- METAPHYSICSI (second half'-semester) by the (conault

by' Director special
2 to 3 The by the Director (with schedule)
h 0 u r s Director symposium)

Extension Courses in Newark continued Consult Secretary of School

PH ILV'!;V'PH rc
Visiting a friend, and looking thru her window,
I saw that her lovely, picturesque view of old
buildings and trees had disappeared and was
being replaced by a huge modern structure.
I expressed sympathy to her for this loss, but
to my surprise she answered: "Oh, well, we have
enjoyed and treasured that view for man;yyears,
so we can afford to see it go, especially since
we knowthat the old buildings are to be re-
placed by spacious new ones, which will insure
air and light to all their occupants."
Ma:ny of us would not have voiced such an un-
selfish point of view. What is it which deter-
mines these different reactions in people?
Another person might have felt sorry for him-
self', or shownbitter resentment ••• Small 1oci-

x LIVING

PVINT VF VIEW
by M.H.

dents such as these often reveal much to a stu-
dent of life. Such a one knows that philosopb-
~cal teachingll recognizegradatimla in the
scale of humanfeeling and understanding, and
that this "degreeness" is shown in our dai~
at.ti.t:udes and behavior.s. Theae teachizlgs speak
of a "Young"soul or an "oldt! soul and by these
expressions refer to differences which are not
due to heredity or to environment, but are p••
cul1ar to the individual. They are qualities
resuJ.ting from..past upe:rieJu:ea and mq be. de-
sirable or undeSirable, mellow or incipient, in
accordance with the "age" of the soul. These
qualities are part of one's heritase,and we ~
have the opportunity to add to that heritage by
the right use of life's experiences.
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